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White European can't say,

'Oh that Aborigine no good.'

Might be that Aborigine alright.

Man can't growl  at Aborigine,

Aborigine can't growl at white European.

Because both ways.

Might be both good men,

Might be both no good.

You never know.

So you should get understand yourself.

No matter Aborigine or white European.
From He can't move his country

by Bill Neidjie
from Gagudju Man

“The environmental and spiritual philosophy of a senior traditional  
owner Kakadu National Park, Northern Territory, Australia”

I acknowledge the Worimi people who are the traditional 
custodians of the land around Karuah and Port Stephens. I 

also pay respect to the elders past and present of the Worimi 
nation.

David Benson (Editor)
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PREFACE BY BEV MANTON
Dave Benson asked me to write some comments as a preface to his welcome 
booklet on Robert Dawson and his book The Present State of Australia,  
written in 1831. I am pleased to write these comments because I've known 
Dave for a number of years and I have worked with him on projects 
supporting the Indigenous and non-Indigenous residents of Karuah. 
Dave has been an educator all his working life and finished his teaching 
career as Principal of Bulahdelah Central School. In the process, he has 
taught and valued many Aboriginal students. He has also been a teacher of 
history and he's been a historian. This is his fourth booklet about Karuah.
Dave became fascinated with local stories about the road that used to run 
between Karuah and Tahlee. Like most locals he thought it was a reasonably 
recent road, but his research into the road and the nearby No.1 Farm made 
him realise how significant it was. He looked at what the Australian 
Agricultural Company had done in the area, back to 1826. In the process, 
Aboriginal locals like Shawn Stowe and Dave Feeney started telling him 
about the importance of parts of the road and the whole Tahlee and Karuah 
area to Aboriginal history.
When Dave looked at Dawson's book, he was struck by the fact that Karuah 
was unique in having a detailed account of the first contact between 
Indigenous Australians and Europeans. He could see that many of the 
problems and strengths of the relationship between our two groups had their 
origins around the early 1800s and this book revealed many of these origins.
We spoke of this on many occasions and I realised Dave’s strong desire to 
tell people of what he had found in Dawson’s records because he wanted the 
people of today to know more of the interaction of the First Australian and the 
European Settlers. Dave felt there was not enough known of the relationships 
of those days and the important role Aboriginal people played in this 
settlement.
I wish Dave all the best with his booklet and I hope it will be valued by all 
members of the Karuah community and many from beyond.

Bev Manton
Worimi Elder and
Traditional Owner
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INTRODUCTION
In 1830, Robert  Dawson wrote a book about his experiences and views 

concerning the time he spent living in the Karuah/Tahlee/ Port Stephens area 
of NSW, Australia. He'd been sacked a couple of years earlier from his job as 
Chief Agent of The Australian Agricultural Company and this book was in part  
an attempt to explain how he'd used his time when he was here. He titled his 
book The  Present  State  of  Australia;  A  Description  of  the  Country,  Its  
Advantages and Prospects with Reference to Emigration; and a Particular  
Account  of  the  Manners,  Customs  and  Conditions  of  its  Aboriginal  
Inhabitants. From here on, we'll call it The Present State of Australia. What 
this booklet will try to do is look at what Dawson says about the last part of his 
title:  A Particular  Account  of  the Manners,  Customs and Conditions of  its  
Aboriginal Inhabitants.

One of the main reasons Dawson was sacked was that his bosses at the AA 
Company thought he'd spent too much time wandering about exploring the 
country and getting to know and admire these Aboriginal Inhabitants.

This booklet will try to summarise some of Dawson's observations about his 
first  contacts  with  the  local  Aboriginal  people  and  then  give  the  relevant 
quotations that illustrate the observations.

Readers can browse through the summaries and then dip into Dawson's 
thoughts at will.

WHAT'S THE USE OF THIS BOOKLET?
The history of the first contacts between Aboriginal people and the mainly 

European people who invaded / settled their country tends to be heavily one 
sided, since that history has been written almost entirely by the invaders / 
settlers. Because of his open personality,  natural friendliness and honesty, 
Robert  Dawson  was  one  of  the  very  few  white  men  who  looked  at  the 
indigenous people in as objective a fashion as he could be expected to do.

The Present State of Australia is almost unique in that it gives readers as 
true an account of the situation of Aboriginal people in the Port Stephens area 
as we are going to be able to get.  Whether we like what we read or not, 
residents  of  the  Karuah/Tahlee/Port  Stephens area,  in  fact  all  Australians 
ought to have a look at what he had to say. This booklet may give readers an 
opportunity to get started!

 Bear in mind that Dawson arrived in Australia in late 1825 and was sacked 
in 1828. It is true that the AA Company did pay Dawson and did provide him 
with the time and wherewithall to carry out his explorations, but he argues 
forcefully  throughout  the  book  that  his  efforts  paid  off  economically  and 
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socially. As a resource for understanding, The Present State of Australia is a 
treasure.

YOU CAN READ THE PRESENT STATE OF AUSTRALIA  FREE AS AN 
E-BOOK ONLINE!

A LOOK AT DAWSON'S EARLY MEETING WITH INDIGENOUS 
PORT STEPHENS RESIDENTS

    Robert  Dawson's  attitude  towards  Aboriginal  people  in  the  early  19 th 

Century  would  be  described  by  most  21st Century  Australians  as  racist, 
snobbish,  superior,  ignorant,  complacent,  deluded,  narrow  minded, 
possessive, profit  driven and patronising. Given all  these qualities and the 
fact  that  just  by  being  in  the  Port  Stephens  area  at  that  time,  he  was 
threatening a culture that had endured beyond all his imagings, Dawson was 
nevertheless  the  best  of  his  generation  and  race  when  it  came  to  his 
perception and sensitivity to the plight of the indigenous population.

However,  to  a  modern  reader,  Dawson's  experiences  often  illustrate  the 
opposite view to that he intends. Take as an example his first real contact with 
Aboriginal people. In January, 1826, Dawson is at Newcastle, south of Port 
Stephens and is about to make his first journey overland to Soldiers Point on 
the southern shore of the port. He reports: 
At Newcastle, and in the immediate vicinity, I found a large number of  
natives, with many of whom I tried to make acquaintance; and the evening  
before I left the place, I agreed with two of them to conduct us by the  
nearest route to that part of the harbour of Port Stephens where we had  
appointed to meet the schooner. (p.9)
One of the Aboriginal men goes off with his friends, but Dawson is warned by 

a local European to “keep the other native”. In the morning, only the one he 
has detained is still there. 
In effect, Dawson's first real interaction with the local indigenous people is to 

kidnap one of their fellows. Not surprisingly, the “guide” is unhappy about the 
situation.
….and it was with much reluctance that he consented to act in that  
capacity alone; but after travelling a few miles he became reconciled and  
elated with thought of the clothes and good cheer I had promised him 
when we should arrive; he was further gratified in being allowed to carry  
a musket.(p.9)
It turns out that Dawson has forced the guide to leave his wife (Nanny) back 

in Newcastle, but Dawson magnanimously agrees that 
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…......he should return for her whenever he pleased, as soon as he had  
conducted us; that she was to have a gown and cap etc.; and that both of  
them were to come and live with me always.(p.10)
In addition, Dawson, a little later in the trip reveals:

As soon as our native guide, whom I named Ben, had led us to a spring of  
water, we halted and took our dinner under the shade of some trees  
adjoining to it.(p.10)
So Dawson has kidnapped the man, bought his services, made him leave 

his wife and finally he takes it upon himself to impose a name on him that is  
completely foreign to him.
Dawson's basic goodheartedness overlays his assumptions of  superiority, 

control,  patronisation  and  his  continuous  commercialisation  of  his 
relationships with the aboriginal people as well as the Europeans he's dealing 
with. The major pressure acting upon him at the time is that he is the servant 
of a large company acting under a charter with the Crown of England and he 
feels duty bound to attempt to make a profit  for the Australian Agricultural 
Company.
On the other side of the realtionship, there are a number of features that 

Dawson does not recognize at all. The guide Ben has only had contact with 
Europeans for a very short time, but in that time he has learnt quite a lot of  
English language whilst  the Europeans have only managed to learn a few 
nouns of his language. He is able to conduct business with Dawson and his 
fellows and he is  too  polite  to  point  out  Dawson's  obvious rudeness and 
insensitivity in the circumstances.
Dawson cites  two instances of  Ben's  engaging personality  on the trip  to 

Soldiers Point at Port Stephens. The first is Ben's generosity and unbridled 
pleasure at meeting one of his friends along the way and the second is when 
Ben “gives” Soldiers Point to Dawson. Dawson describes the incidents thus:
“He strutted about (in a new set of clothes given to him by Dawson) with  
an air of good natured importance, declaring that all the harbour and 
country adjoining belonged to him. “I tumble down pickaninny here,” he  
said, meaning that he was born there. “Belonging to me all about, massa;  
pose you sit down here, I gib it to you. “Very well,” I said: “I shall sit  
down here.” “Budgeree,” (very good,) he replied, “I gib it to you;” and  
we shook hands in ratification of the friendly treaty. (p.12)
This  interchange  raises  many  questions,  but  if  Dawson's  recounting  is 

correct, at least Ben has become aware of the pleasure Dawson gets from 
buying and selling. Ben's own connections with the land would make it likely 
that he meant something altogether different to Dawson when he “gave” the 
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land.  From what  follows however,  the amicability between the two seems 
sincere on both sides.

ROBERT DAWSON EXPLAINS HIS ATTITUDE TOWARDS 
ABORIGINAL PEOPLE AND A SUMMARY OF WHAT HAS BEEN 

HAPPENING TO THEM IN 1827
…..where any mischief has been done by them, the cause has generally  
arisen, I believe, in bad treatment by their white neighbours. Short as my 
residence has been here, I have, perhaps, had more intercourse with these  
people, and more favourable opportunities of seeing what they really are,  
than any other person in the colony. My object has always been to  
conciliate them, to give them an interest in cultivating our friendship, and  
to afford them protection against any injuries or insults from the people  
on this establishment, or elsewhere, within my jurisdiction. They have  
usually been treated, in distant parts of the colony, as if they had been  
dogs, and shot by convict-servants, at a distance from society, for the most  
trifling causes. There has, perhaps, been more of this done near to this  
settlement, and on the banks of the two rivers which empty themselves into  
this harbour, than in any other part of the colony ; and it has arisen from 
the speculators in timber, who formerly obtained licences from the  
governor to cut cedar and blue gum-wood for exportation, upon land not  
located.
The natives complained to me frequently, that " white pellow" (white  
fellows) shot their relations and friends ; and showed me many orphans,  
whose parents had fallen by the hands of white men, near this spot. They 
pointed out one white man, on his coming to beg some provisions for his  
party up the river Karuah, who, they said, had killed ten ; and the wretch 
did not deny it, but said he would kill them whenever he could. It was well  
for him that he had no white man to depose to the facts, or I would have  
had him off to jail at once... pages 57 & 58

Comment:
The Karuah and Myall Rivers have been named by Dawson as places of 
shame when it comes to the treatment of Aboriginal people in the pre-1825 
era. Dawson is one of the few Europeans at the time who were willing to 
speak  about  these  attrocities  to  a  mainly  English  audience.  Later  in  this 
booklet he cites two major events in which he became involved that illustrate 
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the sort of things  that could and did happen.
Importantly too, he claims that he was in unique position to comment on 
such matters.
Dawson's  failure  to  arrest  the  man  at  the  time  reflects  a  number  of  the 
problems  faced  by  magistrates  under  the  laws  of  the  colony  because 
Aboriginal people were not recognised by the Crown as being able to give 
evidence as reliable witnesses.
A further comment from Dawson:
No person in this colony, has, I believe, ever had the same advantages for  
forming a correct judgment of the natives as myself, arising from my  
insulated situation, my authority as a magistrate, and the means at my dis  
posal of employing and feeding them. Page 59

ABORIGINAL PEOPLE ENSURED THE SURVIVAL OF THE 
AACO IN 1826

Dawson  presents  many  examples  of  how  this  happened.  The  Aboriginal 
inhabitants of the area not only guided Dawson and his party safely around 
the Karuah area, they also provided the new white settlers with food and the 
materials  to  construct  shelter  and  in  addition,  they  carried  water  from  a 
nearby spring and showed them what local items were safe to eat.
Here are a few extracts from The Present State of Australia that illustrate the 
point:
Aboriginal people provided all the bark for huts built by the 
first white settlers at Tahlee and Carrington on Port Stephens.
(Tony) bringing … a dozen good-natured, able bodied friends, who having 
received each a small hatchet, set to work in good earnest and brought  
such a quatity of bark in two or three days as would have taken our party  
a month to procure. 
Before a white man can strip the bark beyond his own height, he is  
obliged to cut down the tree; but a native can go up the smooth and 
branchless stems of the tallest trees, to any height, by cutting notches in  
the surface large enough  only to place the great toe in ….... and 
performed their work in less than half the time that a white man could  
have done it upon terra firma... page 19

Comment:
Dawson continually finds the Port Stephens Aboriginal people to be highly 
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skilled and dextrous. Their ability to rapidly adopt new technologies and to 
recognize their advantages to them is quite extraordinary to Dawson.
As  Dawson  repeats  on  many  occasions,  the  AA  Company  settlement  at 
Tahlee couldn't have existed without the help of the local indigenous people.
Aboriginal guides fed the first white settlers at Carrington 
roasted oysters 
We should have been at no loss here for an ample breakfast, even had we 
not provided ourselves with one, from the abundance of oysters that  
covered the rocks near which we landed. We were now accompanied by  
the native Tony, who, after assisting to boil our kettle and fry our bacon,  
seasoned our repast with a supply of roasted oysters. Page 14

Comment:
Aboriginal and European residents of the Port Stephens area have always 
recognised the importance of oysters as food source. Today, oyster farming 
is a mainstay of the area's economy.
 Aboriginal people saved the Australian Agricultural Company 
settlement at Tahlee from starvation by providing them with 
fish, vegetables (warrigal greens etc), kangaroo meat, crabs, 
lobsters and oysters.
...the old man led them to the spot where he had slain a kangaroo, of a  
size exceeding anything which we had before seen. The animal was  
brought to the station, and served on the following day to supply the  
whole party with food....page 18

But the shores of the harbour, in almost every quarter, produced  
spontaneously and in great abundance, a vegetable called the sea-
spinach, which when boiled in two separate portions of water, was found 
to be superior to the common English plant of that name, and formed as  
fine a dish of vegetables as I desired to see upon the table. The natives  
supplied the inhabitants with abundance of fish in return for tobacco,  
flour, and bread... page 35

Comment:
The sea-spinach referred to here,  still  grows abundantly  in  the area .It  is 
known  as  Warrigal  or  Botany  Bay  Greens  and  is  becoming  popular  in 
restaurants and homes.
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Warrigal Greens were recognised by Captain Cook as a valuable means of 
warding off scurvy.
Dawson's readiness to supply those Aboriginal people who worked for the 
Company with tobacco is seen as contentious today. The extent to which he 
intentionally caused Aboriginal  people to become addicted to tobacco and 
alcohol (more on this later) is debated. Certainly, it  is unlikely that he was 
aware of the destruction caused by flour, sugar etc to the culture and way of 
life of the local indigenous people.
Aboriginal people carried water supplies for European settlers 
on their heads.
they were seen at all times during the day, both men and women, carrying  
buckets of water on their heads, from a spring which was resorted to for  
the general supply. Page 35
Aboriginal people helped preserve stores being landed at 
Carrington
I ordered all the stores to be landed. I then went there with some of the  
natives, who pulled large quantities of long grass which grew near the  
spot, and with which we covered the casks and other materials as they  
were landed, in such a manner as protected them from the effects of the  
sun as well as the rain, should the latter immediately come on...page 27
Comment:
Dawson quotes many such instances where the local Aboriginal people pitch 
in to help with a task that the settlers couldn't do. In this case, their prompt 
action may have saved quite a quantity of supplies from damage.
Dawson was aware of how important the local Aboriginal 
people were to the Company's success
The assistance which I derived from them, whether as guides or  
labourers, exceeded any thing I can describe; and the satisfaction this  
afforded me, as well as the pleasure I received in the society of these  
cheerful and obliging people, supported me greatly in the daily  
performance of the arduous and anxiously responsible duties which I had  
taken upon myself. Page 29
Comment:
This is just one of numerous tributes Dawson pays to his Aboriginal friends. 
He  recognises  their  immense  contribution,  but  he  also  values  their 
cheerfulness and positive views on life.
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When Aboriginal people at Tahlee left the settlement for a 
period of mourning, the white settlers found it difficult to 
continue.
During their absence, our people expressed themselves sorry that the  
blacks had gone away, as they could get no water carried for them from 
the spring, or obtain any fish without them. The procuring of bark, too, for  
repairing old and erecting new huts, was at a stand. In short, the value of  
these poor, inoffensive people, was never so highly estimated and felt as  
when they were gone; and their return was consequently hailed as a  
benefit restored to the settlement at large.page 88
Comment:
By  1826,  Aboriginal  people  had  become  essential  to  the  running  of  the 
settlement at Tahlee. Their absence was strongly felt and they were gratefully 
welcomed back when they returned.

CEDAR-CUTTERS COMMITTED ATTROCITIES ON ABORIGINAL 
PEOPLE BEFORE THE AACO ARRIVED

As Dawson points out, the effect of the early cedar-cutters' incursions into the 
Port Stephens area in the very early years of the settlement, but particularly 
in the ten years between 1815 and 1825 was to remove almost all the red 
cedar (Toona Ciliata) trees and to cause grievous harm to the indigenous 
inhabitants.
It is significant that by the time Dawson arrived, the last of the big stands of 
Australian red cedar were being removed by these bands of convicts who 
were sent into the remote valleys with very minimal supervision. Dawson was 
horrified by the reports he received of the killing, injuring and raping that had 
occurred.  Additionally,  he was faced with  Aboriginal  inhabitants who were 
suffering from shock and grief at the horrors they had faced and it took all his 
diplomacy to win the trust of the people in the Port Stephens area. 
The  following  are  some  examples  of  his  reports  on  what  he  heard  and 
witnessed:
One Aboriginal man was shot by a cedar-cutter for losing a 
kangaroo dog the cedar-cutter had leant him to go and hunt for 
food for the cedar-cutters.
The accounts which they gave were disgusting and even terrible. Several  
boys and women were shown to me whose fathers and husbands had been 
shot by these marauders for the most trifling causes : one, for instance,  
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for losing a kangaroo dog, which had been lent him for the purpose of  
supplying the white savages with game.... page 21
The settlers who followed the cedar-cutters lived with the 
results of the ill-treatment dealt out by the cedar-cutters
… as cedar was the most valuable wood then known in the colony,  
persons in Sydney were in the habit of sending parties of men to every  
navigable river on the coast, before the country about it was known to any  
one else. The timber-cutting parties therefore were the first people who  
came in contact with the natives in the neighbourhood of the sea; and as  
they were composed of convicts and other people not remarkable either  
for humanity or honesty, the communication was not at all to the  
advantage of the poor natives, or subsequently to the settlers who 
succeeded those parties.page 41

By 1825 cedar-cutters had taken almost all the cedar out of the 
area
Soon after I arrived at Port Stephens the timber-cutting ceased, and the  
parties only remained there to saw up and clear away the timber which  
had been cut down.    page 42
Comment:
The amount of cedar removed by the early cedar-cutters was immense. In the 
space of ten years a large proportion of the useable cedar was removed from 
the Karuah and surrounding areas. The same can be said of the rainforest 
areas along rivers such as the Hunter, Williams and Paterson Rivers as well 
as places further north.
These cedar-cutters were itinerant and had moved on when the later timber 
industry developed. Timber is still an important industry in the Karuah area 
and is celebrated at the annual Timber and Oyster Festival.

ABORIGINAL PEOPLE TOOK REVENGE ON THE CEDAR-
CUTTERS BY ATTACKING AND KILLING WHITE PEOPLE

Although Dawson, somewhat patronisingly often refers to Aboriginal people in 
the Port Stephens area as: 
“....... naturally a harmless people,”page 21  
and “......some of those harmless beings ” page 26
and “The natives are a mild and harmless race of savages” page 57
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However,  whilst  they  were  usually  (literally)  out-gunned  by  the  white  in-
comers,  they were  not  passive  and  they did  react  with  predictable  anger 
when pressed. As Dawson recounts, 
Aboriginal women often stood between convicts and death:
On my arrival I learnt from the natives that one party was still at work at  
a considerable distance up the country, at the source of one of the rivers,  
called by the natives " Myall," meaning, in their language, Stranger, or a  
place which they seldom or never frequent. I learned also, that the natives  
there were exceedingly hostile towards the white men, with whom they  
had once been upon good terms, and that acts of violence had been 
committed on both sides. One of the consequences was, that the natives  
inflicted vengeance upon almost every white man they came in contact  
with, and as convicts were frequently running away from the penal  
settlement of Port Macquarie to Port Stephens, (a distance of about ninety  
miles,) numbers of them were intercepted by the natives and sometimes  
detained, whilst those who fell into their hands and escaped with life, were  
uniformly stripped of their clothes..... The convicts, who delivered  
themselves up to me at different periods, generally represented that they  
owed their lives to the women who interfered in their behalf. Pages 41 & 
42

Comment:
There can be no doubt that convicts perished at the hands of the Aboriginal 
people into whose hands they fell. There can also be no doubt about the fear 
felt  by isolated convict  shepherds and free settlers.  The cedar-cutters left  
behind a legacy of antagonism.

EUROPEANS TALK OF POISONING ABORIGINAL PEOPLE.
Another individual, a settler, once observed to my nephew, Mr. J. G.  
Dawson, that he was greatly annoyed by the blacks ; and he had once  
entertained an idea of laying poison for them, the same as for rats. This  
feeling, with regard to the natives, was not, I believe, confined to him, as  
the acts of some of the settlers will testify. Page 73
Comment:
This is hearsay on Dawson's part, but has been corroborated by others in 
reference to the north coast. Oral tradition by Aboriginal people also supports 
the idea. 
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ABORIGINAL PEOPLE WERE GIFTED BOAT-BUILDERS, 
FISHERMEN AND SAILORS

Aboriginal people met the first AA Company settlers at Tahlee 
by paddling bark canoes over from the other side of Port 
Stephens.
There were several natives at this time in the harbour, and as soon as they  
saw the vessels lying at anchor, some of them came paddling off  in their  
little bark canoes from the opposite side (a distance of several miles) to  
visit us.…. page 13
Comment:
Aboriginal  people  in  the Port  Stephens area in  1826 were  obviously very 
much at home on the water and so they remain today. 
Balberbrook Bay at North Arm Cove was given its name by 
Aboriginal people and it was the site of the rebuilding of the 
first large vessel in the area, a schooner named “Balberbrook”.

An accident having occurred to the launch,...and our carpenter undertook,  
with the assistance of an experienced sailor belonging to the  
establishment, to sheath and deck her, as well as to give her entire new 
masts, rigging, and sails. This service was satisfactorily performed, after  
some trouble, without other assistance or materials than those we had on 
the spot, when she was launched as a new craft, and called, " The 
Balberbrook," after the native name of the cove in which she was repaired  
and refitted. Page 29

Considerable pleasure was expressed as soon as we saw the little  
schooner, with her white sails unfurled, beating for the first time out of the  
harbour. The composition of her crew was rather remarkable, as  
containing two white men with two natives, Crosely and Sinbad, who had 
already made several voyages in a coasting craft from Newcastle to  
Sydney. The master was quite satisfied to receive them as a part of his  
crew, and before they went on board I gave them a suitable dress. I had 
however no idea that they would be constant in the employment;... pages  
29 & 30
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Comment:
That Crosely and Sinbad should be selected to crew this valuable boat is 
testimony to their quickness to learn a new kind of seamanship. Whilst they 
would have been brought up to be very familiar with the water, these new 
types of craft would have taken a steep learning curve for them to be able to 
sail them proficiently. It is also a measure of the respect that some whites 
were willing to give to Aboriginal people in these early years of their contact.
Aboriginal sailors were often left in charge of the Company's 
ships.
An incident, however, occurred at Newcastle upon that occasion, which I  
cannot avoid here mentioning. The master of the schooner and his  
convict-assistant got drunk, and left the harbour in a state quite unfit to  
manage the vessel. They proceeded however to sea, but had not got out of  
sight of the port before they were both unable to keep their legs, and 
stowed themselves away in their berths, leaving the vessel entirely to the  
two natives, Crosely and Sinbad, who immediately put her about and 
brought her safely back to the harbour again, where she remained till the  
following day. I questioned the blacks upon the subject, after I had heard  
of it; but they both hung down their heads and denied it, smiling and 
leering at each other at the same time, evidently afraid of betraying the  
secret which their white masters had enjoined them to keep... page 39
Comment:
It  is  easy to  imagine the dilemma facing Crosely  and Sinbad,  they faced 
losing the jobs they both valued and enjoyed whilst they also risked losing 
favour with Dawson.
It is also a singular fact, that they took it by turns alternately, when at  
Sydney, to remain on board the schooner, under the secret instructions of  
the master, to see that the convict- sailor on board neither robbed the  
vessel himself, nor allowed any one else to do it when the master was on  
shore ; and in no instance were they ever known to be unfaithful to their  
trust. Pages 39 & 40
Comment:
Whilst many of the convicts at work at Port Stephens would have imagined 
themselves  superior  to  the  Aboriginal  people,  Dawson,  once  he  had 
established relations with Aboriginal people often chose to trust them more 
than the convicts.
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ABORIGINAL GUIDES TAUGHT DAWSON AND THE AACO 
WORKERS HOW TO FIND THEIR WAY AROUND THE AREA 

Dawson relied heavily on his Aboriginal friends to introduce him to the area 
thereby saving him much extra effort. He was willing to use many of their 
names and, whilst some places in the Port Stephens area have been given 
European  names,  many  of  the  Aboriginal  names  have  remained.  One 
interesting example was the Karuah River which Dawson introduces in these 
terms:
Having understood that there was no land about the harbour calculated to  
form a settlement upon, our object was to proceed up the river, called by  
the natives " Ka- ruah," which discharges itself into the harbour on the op 
posite or northern side of it. Page 12
During the tenure of Sir Edward Parry, the next head of the AA Company, the 
Company attempted to change the name of the river to the Carrington Riiver. 
This didn't happen and so the river remains the Karuah River.
Aboriginal guides named most of the creeks, bays and other 
geographical features of the area
I was much pleased to find that every considerable brook and hill had a  
name; and as the old man was conversant with them all, I made 
memoranda of their names, shapes, and positions, to assist my 
recollection if I should hereafter examine the country more minutely, or  
be at any time lost in that quarter of the forest when alone. page 16
Comment:
Dawson carefully records the names of places as named by his guides. 
During this journey we passed over about twenty miles of country, some  
parts of which were of a very inferior description, and others of better  
quality. The forest was everywhere open and grassy, and free from brush  
wood; but generally thickly timbered with tall trees, both in the vallies  
and on the tops of the highest hills.    Page 15   
Comment:
This account of an early part of Dawson's journeying describes the area on 
the northern side of the Karuah River extending up through The Branch area. 
Whilst  it  doesn't  refer  to  Aboriginal  names,  it  is  one  of  the  first  detailed 
descriptions of the district. Local oral tradition claims that the early part of  
what is now known as The Old AACo Road was an initiation trail for young 
Worimi men. It may be logical to assume that the guides Ben and Tony would 
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have taken Dawson along this route that leads over Mill Hill to the north of 
Karuah  and  continues  on  to  sites  at  The  Branch.  The  Branch  Road  still 
follows this approximate route.

ABORIGINAL PEOPLE  QUICKLY ADAPTED TO NEW WAYS OF 
DOING THINGS

Whilst Europeans were generally slow to realise the advanatges of the ways 
Aboriginal  people  in  the area did  things,  the Aboriginal  people  were  very 
quick to seize upon those activities they could see advantaged themselves. 
Aboriginal Guides were skilled in adapting to team work 
Having determined upon taking a journey of examination into the more  
distant parts of the country, previous to the Company's finally deciding  
upon the boundaries of their grant; and on my intentions becoming known 
to the natives then at the Station, offers were immediately made by them to  
accompany me. As, however, it would have been inconvenient to me to  
take more than five or six of them, I fixed upon five, who had assumed the  
following names : Wickie, M'Quarie, Wool (old) Bill,Bill, Maty (little)  
Bill, and Jemmy Bungaree.page 100
Aboriginals were provided with fire-arms by Dawson and used 
them responsibly and safely. 
Each of the natives had also a gun on his shoulder. This was a condition  
which they made with me before starting, in consequence of their extreme  
fears of meeting with various tribes, who always call strangers to a severe  
account .  Page 102
Comment
Dawson was unusual in this trust of his guides. From the very beginning of 
his contact with the local Aboriginal people, he was willing to allow them to 
use fire-arms. This trust was rewarded with much food supplied to the party 
by the guides.
Aboriginals in this area very quickly adapted to handling 
horses.
As soon, therefore, as the spot was fixed upon, and the horses brought up,  
they were instantly disincumbered of their burdens. The two natives,  
M'Quarie and Wickie, rubbed down their horses and led them to water, in  
the same manner as the white men did, and afterwards tethered them upon  
the grass...  Page 105
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Aboriginal people adapted to cooking with flour. 
As soon as the preparations for dinner were completed, a quantity of flour  
was served out to the natives. They had already prepared a sheet of bark  
from a tree near them, as a dish for kneading their flour in. They had been  
accustomed to see the convicts make their loaves and bake them on the  
ashes, and had by this time become quite expert in imitating them. They  
preferred a loaf in this way to anything else ; but they were not very  
particular as to the baking, generally taking it out when little more than  
half done.  Page 106
Dawson developed close friendships with a number of 
Aboriginal people
Dawson particularly befriended Wool Bill,  an Aboriginal youth who became 
his “body servant” or valet during a trip into the bush.
We were so well pleased with each other after this, that on our return to  
the camp, which was at a distance of several hundred yards, we 
gambolled all the way up, throwing small pieces of bark at each other,  
after the manner of the native youths, who practice this with a view of  
strengthening their arms, and fitting them for hurling a curious weapon of  
war, called a bomering.  Page 107

DAWSON DESCRIBED MANY ABORIGINAL CULTURAL 
TRADITIONS AS THEY EXISTED IN THE 1820'S

There was conflict between Aboriginal groups who travelled 
into other groups' territory without agreement
should there be any existing feud, (between tribes) which is frequently the  
case, occasioned either from some encroachment on their hunting ground,  
or perhaps the stealing each other's gins, (wives,) any unfortunate  
stragglers stand a good chance of being scarified, in revenge for the  
offences of their tribes. Page 103
Dawson cites Aboriginal Guides as naming animals such as 
“walloby” 
The place in which we were was an extensive meadow, called a " blady  
grass flat," near the river. In the long coarse grass with which these flats  
are always covered, a species of small kangaroo is usually found, which  
the natives call the " Walloby." Their colour is darker than that of the  
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forest kangaroo, approaching almost to that of a fox, and they seat them 
selves in the grass like a hare or a rabbit. As we passed on, therefore, they  
were continually jumping up at a distance from us. At the sight of these  
the blacks became excited beyond all control.  Page 111
Aboriginal use of red ochre on face and body 
One of the settlement's most important Aboriginal leaders, Tony is killed by 
an unstable Police Constable who (accidentally?) shoots him in the head. The 
event  leads to  a  near  rebellion  by the  local  Aboriginal  population  and all  
Aboriginal people leave the settlement for a period of mourning. Two locals 
return threatening violence:
I must here mention that the storekeeper Cowell told me that the evening  
after poor Tony was buried, Crosely (the black captain of the punt) and  
his companion, another black constable called Myall Tom, passed by the  
store very rapidly towards Byron's hut, their bodies and faces painted or  
coloured red, their frizzed hair hanging about their shoulders in an  
unusual manner, and armed with their war spears and clubs.  Page 90
The  following  description  of  the  Aboriginal  Guide,  Bungaree  on  another 
occasion gives a strong sense of the appearance of an Aboriginal warrior of  
the time:
Bungaree was altogether a curious fellow: he was both in appearance and  
manner a complete character in savage life. He was about twenty years of  
age, tall and thin, and, like the generality of the natives, his arms and legs  
were lean, possessing but little flesh or muscle. His cheeks and forehead,  
and generally his breast, were painted or rubbed with red ochre. His right  
leg had been broken when young, a little above the ancle, by a fall from a  
tree, when endeavouring to catch an opossum, and as it was crooked and 
rather shorter than the other, he limped a little. His native costume  
consisted of a belt of opossum fur, spun or twisted like coarse yarn, into  
skeins to the length of five or six yards, which was bound round his loins;  
his waddy, ….......  was stuck in one side of his belt, and his tomahawk in  
the other. His long hair was turned up and bound about the head with  
opossum yam, having a tuft of grass in the centre sufficiently long to be  
seen above the hair, so as to present at a short distance the appearance of  
a plume.... Page 115
The reference to the use of red ochre by Aboriginal people in this area raises 
comment by locals to this day.  One tradition says that the Karuah area was 
the source of red ochre which was used for trading. Another disputed oral 
tradition says  that  the  specific  source  was  at  the  top of  Mill  Hill  north  of 
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Karuah and on the initiation trail that led to The Branch. 
Use of pipe-clay from the southern shore of Port Stephens as 
part of the mourning rituals
After a week's absence from this settlement they returned in their canoes  
to us, a few at a time, from the opposite side of the harbour. The women 
came plastered over the head, face and breasts with pipe-clay, and those  
who were nearly related to the deceased, added to it a be- plastering over  
the body as far as the hip-bones. Their appearance was frightful, and  
represented the extreme of wretchedness and despair. When any of the  
men met me, particularly the old ones, they held up their heads in token of  
grief, and appeared to express an affection towards me. I condoled with  
them, and we parted mutually satis fied, as I always thought, with each  
other.  Page 91
Aboriginal sleeping customs
They sleep before their fires frequently in a circle, with their heads upon 
each other's hips, without any covering in summer; but in winter, or rainy  
weather, they cut large sheets of bark, which they either sleep under, or  
set up in the shape of a half cone, supported by sticks at different angles.  
This is all they require, and so long as they are constantly wandering, it is  
the best and most simple plan they could pursue in such a climate as this.  
Page 68
Aboriginal mourning traditions
In speaking of their customs, I ought to have said, that when any of their  
relations die, they show respect for their memories by plastering their  
heads and faces all over with pipe-clay, which remains till it falls off of  
itself. The gins also burn the front of the thigh severely, and bind the  
wound up with thin strips of bark. This is putting themselves in mourning.  
We put on black ; they put on white : so that it is black and white in both  
cases. I have frequently seen this ; and on inquiring who is dead, I am 
always answered, in a mournful tone of voice, " Dat pather (father)  
belonging me." " Dat pic caninny (child) belonging to parden or  
mammee." Page 74
Aboriginal people wouldn't use the name of dead people
What became of the body of the deceased no white person knew, for they  
carefully concealed the place of interment. The oldest man of his tribe  
made his appearance, however, after a week's absence. I welcomed him 
on his return, and asked him why he staid so long away.  He made no 
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answer; But one of my native domestics whispered to me, “Dat make it  
house  for black pellow dat boy, (die,)" meaning, that he had been pre  
paring and earthing up the grave of the deceased Tony, whose name,  
since his death, has never been pronounced by any of them. They never  
mention the name of their deceased friends, and when alluded to, it is  
always in a tone indicative of sorrow. They make the graves, when they  
can, in a soft, sandy soil, where they dig with their hands to a  
considerable depth, always selecting the nearest possible spot to the birth-
place of their departed friend. If the deceased should have sons, the eldest  
changes his name according to a certain established rule, which I am not  
sufficiently versed in their language to understand. I hope, when I have  
more leisure to learn the language, I shall know more of their institutions  
and rules of government, which appear to be very curious and interesting.  
Page 89
Wife of man killed falls into depression
I desired to be informed when the wife and brother should come, as I  
wished much to see them. A few days ago I saw a miserable looking object  
coming up the hill towards my tent, pipe-clayed all over, resting at  
intervals and leaning against the trees, as if too weak to come on. While I  
was surveying this object at a distance, little George came running  
towards me, exclaiming with all the eagerness and gaiety of a boy, "  
Mammee come, massa — dere mammee — look, massa, you tee." " Yes,  
George," said I, " I do see," and I immediately went to her ; as soon as  
she saw me she held up her hands, with her body half bent forward, and  
wept till the tears overflowed her whitened cheeks in streams of unaffected  
grief. Before the catastrophe she was a remarkably fine woman,being  tall  
and athletic beyond any other on the settlement; nowshe was a truly  
wretched and forlorn spectacle, apparently wasted down by watching and 
sorrow. I led her to the fire, and wrapped her up in warm blanket, which I  
gave her as her own, invited her to stay as long as she wished, to eat their  
favourite corn-meal, and presented her with a pipe and plenty of tobacco.  
She left me in tears, to join a group of women around a fire a short  
distance off ; I watched her unperceived, and saw her sitting leaning with  
her cheek upon her hand, apparently in silent sorrow.  Page 92
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ROBERT DAWSON ON ABORIGINAL HEALTH
Dawson comments at length on Aboriginal health matters (see pages 315 to 
327 in particular).  Dawson is only able to comment as a lay person and he 
was as limited in his knowledge as all people of the times, however he makes 
a number of observations that are not available from others at the time.
He comments on such matters as Aboriginal use of locally available 
antiseptics and their customs in the repair of serious injuries:
No wounds, however severe, are sufficient to draw forth any expressions  
of pain from the men. Two of them at Port Stephens met with accidents  
from muskets : the hand of the first (Youee) was literally shattered to  
pieces, and the skin and flesh for several inches above the wrist were torn  
down, leaving the muscles exposed. He came with the greatest coolness,  
holding the shattered hand in the other, " To look out soccatoo," (the  
doctor.) The surgeon wished to amputate it, but Youee would not allow 
him to do so on any account. The flesh about the wrist was then turned  
back, and the wounds bound up without the patient ever wincing. It was 
dressed several times afterwards under the same extraordinary reso  
lution. In a few days, however, Youee absented himself, and no one knew 
whither he had gone. The surgeon predicted that the part would mortify,  
and that poor Youee would make his exit from this world. In about six  
weeks, however, he returned free from all danger, and showed me his  
disfigured and deformed hand, which was nearly well. Page 317
Comment:
Dawson comments often about the toughness of the Aboriginal people and 
also about the effect that the rigours of their existence had on their longevity.
…...but still, the too frequent exposure of their naked bodies to the chill of  
night (for they seldom sleep under cover unless it rains) and the sudden  
changes of the atmosphere, produce frequent attacks of catarrh, and I  
think it is to this circumstance, as well as to the early maturity common in  
all warm countries, that so few old people are to be seen amongst them.  
Pages 322 & 323
Comment:
The following extract raises some interesting issues about the state of 
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Aboriginal health at the time.
I know of no diseases that prevail amongst the children but those I have  
mentioned as common to their parents. Neither small-pox, measles, nor  
hooping-cough are known amongst them, nor do these diseases exist  
amongst the white children in Australia, whether European or  
native.Page 323

SOME OTHER COMMENTS BY DAWSON
The Army often paid Ab. Worker with spirits (alcohol) and 
tobacco.
I had always been anxious to prevent the natives from contracting a liking  
for spirits; but the intercourse which daily took place between them and 
so large a body of people on the Company's establishment, rendered this  
impossible. The military guard, in common with many others, paid them 
too frequently in spirits, for the various offices which they performed ;  
and as, unhappily for themselves, they soon became more fond of spirits  
and tobacco than of any thing else, the former were always a ready bribe  
in the hands of those who wished to make use of them, either for good or  
bad purposes. For a long time I rigidly refrained from giving them spirits  
in any form, and endeavoured all in my power to prevent others from 
doing so; but as I could not personally devote more than a very small  
portion of my time to the regulations of the establishment to which they  
generally resorted, I could not have sufficient control on this point, so that  
my wishes were completely thwarted.Page 112 & 113
Even the best intending whites like Dawson were patronising 
toward Abs. and treated them like children. 
In all respects I found it necessary to treat them like children, and to 
watch every opportunity of influencing them by reason and conciliatory  
treatment, rather than by the exercise of stern authority ; but when I found 
it necessary to be positive I was implicitly obeyed, how ever unpalatable  
my order might be to them. My object was never to be unreasonable, by  
demanding any thing which I believed was not necessary to their proper  
management, and to a right and useful understanding between us. By 
these means I procured over them an unbounded influence. Page 116 & 
117
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Extensive comments on “corrobery” and decoration. 
After this,..........  they corroberied again and again, till in pity to them, I  
was obliged to tell them to leave off and not tire themselves too much, and 
that I would join them again soon. At this time I had about thirty men,  
women, and children, about me. During the corroberry, I observed the  
gins (women or wives) standing in a circle by themselves, practising a  
curious kind of motion with their legs. The fleshy parts of their legs are  
brought sharply into contact, and they contrive to produce by it a sound 
almost like a pair of clappers which are used to frighten birds from a  
garden, only not so loud. On enquiring why they did not corrobery with  
the men, I could get no answer, only that they never did. Pages 61 to 63

Aboriginal punishments
They have some customs and ceremonies common to all tribes, and they  
meet in large bodies to inflict punishment on members who offend against  
certain rules; but I cannot discover the authority that calls them together  
to judge of the measure of punishment, or the regulator of the ceremo 
nies, and I have met with no person in the colony who could inform me on 
these points. I never heard but of one punishment, which is, I believe,  
inflicted for all offences. It consists in the culprit standing, for a certain  
time, to defend himself against the spears which any of the assembled  
multitude think proper to hurl at him. He has a small target, called a  
carrille, made of thick bark, hardened by the fire, and generally proof  
against a spear.and the offender protects himself so dexterously by it, as  
seldom to receive any injury, although instances have occurred of persons  
being killed. Their limbs and muscles are so pliable, that they can cover  
themselves by this shield. Page 64
Inter-tribal conflicts
When one tribe or district of natives either receives, or supposes it  
receives, some injury from another, a challenge is sent, but from what  
authority, or of what kind, no one appears to know. If I enquire, they  
either do not know, or they will not inform me. They meet on an appointed  
day : at first, a good deal of parley takes place, in tones of defiance: they  
menace each other with their spears, and by flourishing their short clubs,  
(waddys,) stamping with their feet; they then retire again, then come to  
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close quarters, pushing each other about, tones of defiance becoming  
more violent, till at last they are worked up to a state of fury, like demons,  
calling or bawling out, " Wor, wor," (burring and dwelling upon the r,)  
and fall to with their waddys upon each other's heads, which are  
voluntarily held forward to receive alternately blows that would fell an ox,  
till one or more falls, or is disabled, which occasions a terrible shout or  
yell in token of victory. After some hard fighting, they sometimes retire a  
little, flourish their clubs in the air, with loud menacing tones and violent  
gestures ; they then fall to again till they are tired, when they quietly  
disperse with their heads broken and bleeding : they seldom kill each 
other. Page 66
Fondness for children 
They are remarkably fond of their children, and when the parents die, the  
children are adopted by the unmarried men and women, and taken the  
greatest care of. Page 68
Dawson recognises how appropriate their way of living is for 
the environment 
This is all they require, and so long as they are constantly wandering, it is  
the best and most simple plan they could pursue in such a climate as this.  
There is no chance of giving them, or at any rate, those of the present  
generation, settled habits ; and unless they could be independent of the  
abuses, and free from the acquired vices of white men, they are better off  
and happier as they are. They are a cheerful, merry, and good- natured  
people, and very honest into the bargain. Page 68

THE MURDER OF TOMMY ON THE MYALL RIVER
The  following  is  Dawson's  account  of  the  murder  of  an  eight  year  old 
Aboriginal  boy  by  convict  cedar-cutters  on  the  Myall  River  north  of  Port 
Stephens. As is outlined at the end of this booklet, the fact that white men 
were charged and convicted of the murder of an Aboriginal person was a 
controversial issue, plunged into turmoil by the wounding of a white convict by 
“Myall”  Aboriginal men. This whole episode is thrown into an even greater 
dilemma  for  Dawson  when  Tony,  the  most  powerful  and  helpful  of  the 
Aboriginal men is “accidentally” killed by a convict constable.
The extreme danger of Dawson's position is shown in perspective by these 
violent events.  His observations of the grief of Tony's wife and his friends has 
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a profound effect on Dawson.
Soon after I arrived at Port Stephens the timber-cutting ceased, and the  
parties only remained there to saw up and clear away the timber which  
had been cut down. A superintendent of one of the parties up the Myall,  
who had only recently joined them, and who was a most respectable,  
although unfortunate settler, of the name of Pennington, came to Port  
Stephens in the month of June, for the purpose of informing me what had  
taken place between his men and the natives, and the causes of it ; and  
also that he suspected four of his men of the murder of a native black boy  
named Tommy, about eight years of age, whom he had domesticated in his  
hut. I took his deposition, and immediately issued a warrant to apprehend  
them. Two of them were soon secured and brought to Port Stephens,  
where they underwent an examination, upon which evidence was produced  
of a nature sufficiently strong to warrant me in committing them for trial  
at Sydney. In the latter end of August I was summoned by the attorney-
general to attend their trial. This was a sad interruption to all my plans  
and operations, and a serious inconvenience in every respect; but as there  
were no means of avoiding it, I repaired the same evening on board a  
small vessel which the government had despatched for me, and arrived at  
Sydney on the 1st of September. The trial of the offenders took place  
several days afterwards, when they were found guilty, upon the clearest  
evidence, of having murdered the poor boy without the slightest  
provocation. To accomplish this barbarous act they enticed the lad to a  
lonely part of the river, where they strangled him by a narrow slip of bark,  
called by the natives, curryjung, and then threw him into the water;  
having, as they afterwards confessed, put him out of the way to prevent his  
telling tales in his communications with the natives, with whom they were  
at variance. The disappearance of the boy in a sudden and mysterious  
manner, excited Mr. Pennington's suspicions that he had been unfairly  
disposed of by his men ; but as any expression of such an idea would have  
involved his own safety, in so remote and sequestered a situation, he  
remained silent until a proper opportunity offered itself for investigation.  
In a few days after the boy had disappeared, Mr. Pennington's notice was  
attracted by the noisy contention of some cows opposite his hut, about  
something upon  which they appeared to be feeding: this proved, on  
examination, to be the body of poor Tom, which the tide had floated up.  
Mr. Pennington having recognized the corpse had it buried; but did not  
dare to give a hint of his suspicions until he was able to get to Port  
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Stephens, where he deposed to the facts before me. The order for the  
execution of the murderers was suspended by the governor for above six  
months after they were tried and found guilty, and their fate was  
afterwards involved in an event which occurred at Port Stephens, and  
which will be detailed in its proper place. Pages 42 & 43
The story continues …...........
Nothing decisive was made known until March, 1827, of the fate of the  
criminals who had in the preceding Sep tember been found guilty of the  
murder of the native boy. I was at that period officially informed that it  
was intended to have them executed at Port Stephens, by way of example  
to others in that quarter. This announcement caused great uneasiness in  
the minds of all our people : preparations were immediately made for the  
fatal ceremony by the erection of a platform and drop between two high  
trees near the village ; coffins were at the same time got ready by order of  
the governor, and every fair wind led to the most anxious expectation of  
descrying the vessel which was to convey the unhappy criminals. The  
inhabitants were kept in this painful state of excitement for more than a  
fortnight, when an incident occurred which produced still greater alarm in  
the minds of all the white population at Port Stephens, and in the end  
averted the fate of the condemned men.
Some cause for dispute having arisen between the distant native tribes  
inhabiting the country about the head of the Myall River and those near  
Port Stephens, the parties met near the harbour for the purpose of settling  
their disputes in a general encounter. Three of the natives from the Myall  
went to one of the sheep stations, and finding there only two shepherds,  
who were unarmed, they made an attack with the view of destroying them 
both. They succeeded in spearing one of them in the body, and robbing 
both of their blankets and provisions, with which they immediately made  
off. The news was quickly conveyed to Port Stephens, where it produced a  
very unfavourable effect upon the minds of the inhabitants, more  
especially on those of the convicts, being just at the moment when three of  
the latter class were about to suffer the penalty of the law for a similar  
offence to that which the black men had just attempted to commit. 
It was incumbent on me in such a situation to take the most prompt and  
decisive steps for securing the offenders, if possible, not only for the sake  
of justice itself, but also to show the convicts that I was as anxious to  
protect the one party as the other. I therefore determined to proceed  
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instantly in search of the natives. Before, however, I left the settlement, I  
wrote to inform the governor of what had occurred, and to beg that he  
would, if possible, suspend the intended executions until the result of my  
pursuit should be known. Pages 231 to 233
Dawson then sets out on an extensive search of the upper Myalls 
I at length took fifteen of the best of them, besides three soldiers, two white  
attendants, and Mr. Pennington, whose natural good feelings and strong  
sense of justice led him to enter zealously with me upon this service.  
Previous to leaving the settlement, the blacks each petitioned for a musket,  
asserting that they should not be safe in their enemy's country without one.  
I supplied muskets to six of them, and the remainder received each a  
sword, which was suspended by a belt over the shoulder, like that worn by  
a serjeant. The following are the names of the natives who accom panied  
me upon this expedition :1. Wickie. 2. M'Quarie. 3. Bungaree. 4. Wool  
Bill. 5. Wallis. 6. Youee. 7- Carabean Youee.  8. Sinbad. 9- Crosely. 10.  
Carabean Wickie. 11. Winkle. 12. Dick. 13. Pisherman. 14. Captain Piper.  
15. Carabean Bill. 16. Boy Neddy. 17. Boy Carabah. The names which  
they bear are generally assumed by themselves. They are fond of taking  
those of white people in preference to their own, and they frequently  
brought young children and infants to be named by me. Pages 233 & 234
Dawson's party travels as far as Smiths Lake and he describes the sandbar 
at the mouth of the lake and the spit between the Myall Lakes and Smiths 
Lake almost exactly as they are today. He is unable to identify a particular 
guilty party and then returns to Tahlee.........
As soon as it was in my power I wrote to the governor the result of my  
expedition, and received his thanks for my exertions, with the  
announcement that the lives of the men left in custody had been spared.  
Their punishment had been commuted for perpetual banishment to Norfolk  
Island. On their passage however to that place, in company with other  
criminals, they mutinied, and took possession of the ship, which they  
carried into a port in New Zealand, for the purpose of obtaining such a  
supply of water as would enable them to reach the South American coast.  
The conduct of the parties attracted the suspicions of the commander of a  
South Sea whaler, then lying in the harbour, who at once took possession  
of the vessel, and brought her back to Sydney ; when it appearing that one  
of the criminals who was to have been executed at Port Stephens, had  
taken an active part in the mutiny, he was tried and executed at Sydney. I  
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understood that his companions in the murder were also subsequently  
executed for fresh crimes, so that the mercy which the governor had  
previously extended to them was of no avail. The age of the person  
executed at Sydney did not, I think, exceed twenty. He was, I understand,  
very penitent, and confessed the murder of the black boy, with all its  
attendant circumstances.pages 259 & 260

POSTSCRIPT  :  
Joseph Pennington, the supervisor of the convict cedar-cutters who murdered 
Tommy  was  drowned  off  Port  Stephens  a  year  later.  Pennington  had 
instigated  the  investigation  into  the  murder.  An  Aboriginal  woman  is  also 
shown to have drowned at the same time. The question of whether this was 
an accident as reported or a “pay-back” killing by other convicts has not been 
resolved.

A PERSONAL NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
I have been almost unwittingly drawn into contact with two people from the 
past. One is Robert Dawson the author of the book, that this work seeks to 
analyse. The other is Edward Denny Day, a Maitland Police Magistrate who, 
in 1838 arrested the murderers of the victims of The Myall Creek Massacres. 
My wife and I happened to buy Denny Day's old cottage in East Maitland in 
1974. In the process, I did some research on the man and discovered his part 
in bringing to justice those who were guilty of The Myall Creek Massacres.
On 10th June 1838, a group of stockmen slaughtered thirty Aboriginal people 
mainly  women and children  and  old  men at  Henry  Dangar's  Myall  Creek 
Station near Gwydir River, in the central New South Wales district of Namoi .
Edward Denny Day was ordered by Governor George Gipps to investigate 
the incident and Day arrested the perpetrators. The upshot was a trial at the 
end of which Charles Kilmeister, James Oates, Edward Foley, John Russell, 
John Johnstone, William Hawkins and James Parry were executed.
The result of Day's actions turned out to be the opposite to what he intended. 
The executions were labelled in the press as “judicial murder”  ( see Sydney 
Morning  Herald  10  Dec  1838  (editorial)  and  29  June  1849,  p2,  Wentworth  in  the 
Legislative Council,  Wednesday,  27 Jun 1849 ) and it would be a hundred years 
before another white man was found guilty of murdering an Aboriginal person. 
In the interim, massacres on a larger scale than The Myall Creek Massacres 
took place in numerous locations throughout northern NSW and Queensland 
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where “...the first Queensland parliament (almost unanimously agreed)  that 
no white man should ever be prosecuted in Queensland for the killing of a 
black.” (Brisbane Courier 26 Jul 1861, page 2-3 (Editorial & Queensland Parliamentary 
debates on the Native  Police Force:  Legislative  Assembly,  Jul  24;  see also  the 1861 
Select Committee into the Native Police page 48 (interview of Samuel Sneyd) )
Previously  in  this  booklet  is  an  account  of  Robert  Dawson  arresting  and 
testifying against four convicts for the murder of an eight year old Aboriginal  
boy  on  the  Myall  River  just  north  of  modern  day  Tea  Gardens  and  the 
subsequent  execution of  those men ten years  before  the events  at  Myall 
Creek. 
Bruce Elder's book  Blood on the Wattle details the ways in which various 
massacres were subsequently covered up.
Both Robert Dawson and Edward Denny Day showed themselves to be men 
of principle and integrity during a period of chaos and inhumanity.

SOURCES
The major Reference used is: The Present State of Australia; a Description of  
the Country, Its Advantages and Prospects, With Reference to Emigration:  
and a Particular Account of the Manners and Customs, and Conditions of its  
Aboriginal  Inhabitants by  Robert  Dawson  esq.  Late  Chief  Agent  of  the 
Australian Agricultural Company, London: Smith Elder & Co. Cornhill 1830
This reference is  available as an ebook at  https://play.google.com/books . 
Note that the book is over 400 pages in length, the latter part being mainly 
about advice to potential emigrants to Australia.
I  have  also  referenced  Wikipedia in  relation  to  information  on  The  Myall  
Creek Massacres. 
My thanks to Bev Manton for her assistance and encouragement and to Dave 
Feeney who was enthusiastic about the project right from the beginning. I 
also thank Colleen Perry who was born in one of those “bark huts” of the type 
mentioned by Dawson. Colleen listened to my plans about the booklet and 
was encouraging to me.My thanks also go to Karuah Progress Association 
who  have  supported  the  project  and  Port  Stephens  Council  who  have 
contributed towards the  printing of the booklet.

JOIN IN:  Go to http://aacoroad.com and add your own oral tradition or 
opinion or download a copy of this booklet.
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THE FRONT COVER:
Around a decade ago, a group of local indigenous artists participated in an arts workshop 
running over a number of months. At the end of the course there were quite a number of 
paintings that were stored in a workshop at the Mission, Karuah. They were later sold by 
the Land Council through The Karuah Centre. The art works shown on the front cover are 
from that collection. Unfortunately we can't identify them all, but some local artists have 
already come forward to claim their works. Thanks for the contribution. They form a 
wonderful collage of local talent.

In the middle is a portrait of Robert Dawson via Wikipedia.

THE BACK COVER

The Class of 2015
(Back Row) Andrew, Jazmin, Jett (Middle Row)Tequam, Isaac, Kane 

(Front Row) Alinka & Shyleigh

This photograph of Karuah Primary School students taken by Karuah Primary 
School students as part of the Paparazzi Project 2015 aided by Paul 

Mulvaney and Jack Drake
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